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At the turn of the 20th century, David Hilbert posed 23 problems scattered
across the broad range of mathematics that, in large measure, touched the heart
of mathematics as it has developed in the intervening years.

Hilbert’s Tenth Problem concerned Diophantine equations. These are polyno-
mial equations in several variables with integer coefficients.

Hilbert’s Tenth Problem. Given a Diophantine equation with any number of un-
known quantities and with rational integral numerical coefficients: To devise a
process according to which it can be determined by a finite number of operations
whether the equation is solvable in rational integers.

Hilbert’s Tenth Problem was finally solved in 1969. A leading problem, still
open, is whether a method can be found to determine whether given Diopanting
equations have rational solutions. In the past few years substantial progress has
been made on this problem, using methods from the theory of elliptic curves.
This recent progress is the principal topic of this course. The students in this
course will be brought to the leading edge of research in this field.

Of course, Hilbert was not the only one to offer conjectures that have chal-
lenged and motivated mathematicians. Emil Artin posed the following conjec-
ture.

Artin’s Conjecture. For each positive integer d there exists a finite set Y of primes
such that for every prime p /∈ Y , every polynomial f(t0, . . . , tn−1) of degree d over the
field Qp of p-adic numbers with zero constant term and n > d2 has a nontrivial zero
in Qp.

This problem, like Hilbert’s Tenth Problem. was solved using methods from
mathematical logic. As time permits, this course will develop, also, those tools
from mathematical logic that have proven useful in tackling Artin’s Conjecture.

Grades will be determined on the basis of in-class and written presentations.


